Virtual Competitions 2020/21
Frequently Asked Questions
How many pupils can take part?
There is no limit to how many pupils can complete each competition, but they must
compete in the correct category (EYFS / KS1 or KS2)
Do I need to submit scores for every child /class taking part?
All competitions require the completion of the ‘Virtual Competition Entry Survey’
which can be found in the blue side bar on the ‘Competitions (all schools)’ area of
the website.
Some competitions may require completion of an additional spreadsheet. Please
read the instructions listed for each competition for full entry requirements.
Should I submit pupil’s names?
To adhere to GDPR regulations only submit initials on your form.
What if I don’t have enough pupils to complete a scoresheet in full?
Just enter as many as you are able to.
Who needs to run the competition?
Each competition must be led by a member(s) of staff (Teachers, TA, PE Lead,
Midday Supervisor, Sports Coach). This is to ensure student safety and accurate
score taking.
How can I see how my school has done in the competition?
Visit the ‘Competitions (all schools)’ area to view an online league table.
How are the rewards worked out?
Each time your school competes in a virtual competition you will be able awarded
points which tally across each half-term within the academic year to formulate a
half-termly league table. The following points will be awarded:
•

2 Points - Awarded to a school for each competition entered (complete the
survey below the competition to indicate which school and which competition
you have entered).

•

1 Bonus Point - For any teacher in your school who tweets a short video
(less than 1 minute) or photo to @greenwichssp showing your school's
effort in the challenge (max of 1 point per school, per competition regardless
of number of tweets / photos)

When will we get competition certificates/rewards?
We will email you certificates / rewards for each competition you have entered
shortly after each H/T.
What if I miss the half-termly deadline?
Unfortunately your entry cannot be accepted if you have missed the half-term date
as the results will have already been counted.
Should I change the activities due to COVID-19?
Recommendations have been made to help with COVID-19 considerations but please
follow your school risk assessment if unsure.

